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Review

Cat and Bunny are heartwarming best friends. They have always done everything together and it has been just the two of them. They always have each other whether they are playing, imagining, running, skipping, or having adventures. There is plenty of fun to go around with just the two of them. So what happens when someone else asks if they can play? Bunny responds well, and Cat learns to respond well and also learns that with more friends more fun is possible.

Making and keeping friends can be a difficult task for small children. Knowing who to be friends with, how to treat your friends, and how to share your time and attention between multiple friends is key to successful social behavior. However, these skills are often complicated lessons to learn. Cat and Bunny lead the way by showing an excellent example of what to do, and what not to do, and how to remedy broken friendships. Toddler social settings will be greatly benefited by Lundquist’s book Cat & Bunny.